
Appendix 1 
 

WHARFEMEADOWS PARK WATER SAFETY PROJECT 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE & COMMENTS FORM 
 

The project includes the following sites: 
 

Wharfemeadows Park ���� Tittybottle Park ���� Manor Park 
 

Please put a tick in the appropriate yes or no box regarding your thoughts on the 
following proposals for water safety measures:- 
 
 Question Yes No 

1 The installation of appropriate signage in all three parks informing visitors 
about the dangers associated with the moving water of the River Wharfe. 

125 13 

2 Erect an ornamental bow top fence on top of the bank wall that runs from 
Otley Bridge to the steps in Wharfemeadows Park (A – B on the map) 

6 130 

3 Keep the step area open for public access, undertake essential step 
repair and install appropriate warning signage for these steps.  In 
Wharfemeadows Park (B – C on the map). 

128 7 

4 Erect an ornamental bow top fence on top of the bank wall that runs from 
the steps to the footbridge that spans the stream called Holbeck in 
Wharfemeadows Park (C – D on the map) 

39 91 

5 Extend the existing bow top fence by the playground to a point in line 
with where the access path from Farnley Lane meets with riverside path 
in Wharfemeadows Park (D - E on the map) 

58 77 

6 Increase the density of the bankside vegetation in Wharfemeadows Park 
and ensure its width is at least 2m in thickness.  Plantings to be done in a 
manner that retains existing views of the river (E – F on the map) 

53 81 

7 Erect a short length of bow top fencing between the bankside vegetation 
and the River Wharfe footbridge in Wharfemeadows Park.  This fence will 
also extend along the west side of the footbridge (F –G on the map) 

13 117 

8 Increase the density of the bankside vegetation that runs from the Lodge 
garden wall to the west end of Manor Park (G – H on the map) and 
ensure its width is at least 2m in thickness.  Planting to be done in a 
manner that retains existing views of the river. 

46 85 

9 Erect an ornamental bow top fence on top of the bank wall that runs from 
the Otley Bridge to the east end of Tittybottle Park (H – I on the map) 

15 121 

 
Your comments on the above proposals:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please can you return the completed questionnaire and comments form to:- 
 
Parks & Countryside, Farnley Hall, Farnley Park, Hall Lane, Leeds   LS12 5HA 


